My Date With A Vampire 2
Mimi’s Three Questions

Mimi: The first question, for you (referring to Tin Yau). Regardless of other women in you life, I'll ask you in
terms of the present, is Ma Siuling the person you like most? (a pause)
Ma Leng Yee: Don't look at me. I'm not Ma Siuling. Besides, regardless of the answer you give, we might not
live to get out of this place.
Tin Yau: Yes. (his answer to the first Q)
Mimi: Say it again. Don't lie. You know I can tell what you really feel in your heart. Is Ma Siuling the woman you
love most?
Tin Yau: Yes. (a long pause)
Mimi: The first row – the second one to the left. The second row –first one to
the left. The third row – second to the left.
(Tin Yau looking at Leng Yee as if he wanted her to decide if he should
believe Mimi)
Leng Yee: Why do you have to look at me every time? You're a man. Can't
you make your own decision?
Mimi: You can't blame him because I did lie to him once. (pause) The second
question – for you (to Leng Yee). Do you really love Fong Tin Yau?
Leng Yee: I said before I am not Ma Siuling.
Mimi: Okay! Just treat my question as if you still really love Fong Chong Tong
(Tin Yau's previous life)? Don't lie. Why do you have to look at him? Don't you
know how you feel?
Leng Yee: No.
Mimi: Say it again!!!
Leng Yee: My answer will still no, even for a hundred times!
Mimi: The first row – first one to the left. The second row – second to the left.
The third row – first to the left. You're afraid I'm lying? I won't lie to you – if you
didn't lie. (pause) There's only two more steps, if it's not left, then it'll be right.
I've got one last question. Fong Tin Yau, did you ever feel anything for me?
Answer me. Say it.
Tin Yau: No.

Mimi: Not even a little?
Tin Yau: Yes. I've only treated you as a good friend.
Mimi: Who wants to be your good friend?! If you don't like me, just say it! Why must you say so much! (pause)
Mimi: To the right. (they got through but only saw the bow.)

Mimi: A bow without an arrow. This means you can't kill both Nuwa and VC.
Tin Yau: We have to remain confident. We'll still have to reply on ourselves.
Leng Yee: There's still a way out. As long as I can get my 'Dragon Pearl' back.
Tin Yau: I know you still have another way out.
Leng Yee: Let's go.
Mimi: Hold it! (To Leng Yee) You lied just now. You said you don't like him.
Your heart doesn't say that.
Leng Yee: I didn't lie. I've said I'm not Ma Siuling.
Mimi: It's also because of this you lied. It's rather questionable. Do you know
you're very pathetic? You like someone and don't even dare to admit it.
Leng Yee: Shut up!
Mimi: I'll tell you another thing. Although this man doesn't love me, for him, regardless of any reason, I'm willing
to sacrifice myself immediately! You don't believe? I mean what I say.
(Mimi pushes Tin Yau out of the way and went back to the room. The door shut immediately after that.)

Tin Yau: What are you doing!!??
Mimi: Fong Dai Ko (Big Bother Fong), why didn't you believe me? But you were nicest to me because you never
lied to me.
Tin Yau: (Knocking on the door) Mimi!! Don't be so silly!! Come out right now! (knocking…the place exploded
and Mimi perished)
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